The UN organization UNESCO strives to safeguard
a living traditional cultural heritage. People across all
generations have told stories. danced. sung and celebrated festivals.
In 2011, Sweden approved UNESCOS’s Convention for the Safeguarding of the lntangible Cultural Heritage. We have, as one of two
Swedish cultural organizations received an UNESCO accreditation for
our work on highlighting tales, legends and folklore which constitute
part of our cultural heritage. The accreditation means, among other things
that we act as advisors to UNESCO within this particular convention. In March
2017 the Swedish government decided to nominate The Land of Legends to
UNESCO’s Register of Good Safeguarding Practices under UNESCO’s
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41. GUNNAR OLOF
HYLTÉN-CAVALLIUS,
THE COLLECTOR OF FOLK TALES
(Sagosamlaren Gunnar Olof...)

In the 1840s, Hyltén-Cavallius
published the first great collection of
Swedish folk tales ”Svenska folksagor
och äfventyr”. At Skatelöv’s local
community centre there is a room for
remembrance, including objects related
to his work. He lived at Sunnanvik, the
family estate by the lake Åsnen.
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42. CLIFF BURTON MEMORIAL (Cliff Burtons minnessten)
The year was 1986. The little-known rock band Metallica were in their
tour bus, travelling from Stockholm to Copenhagen. When it was time
to sleep, two of the members of the band wanted the best sleeping spot,
by the window. They drew lots and the basist, Cliff Burton, got the ace
of spades and won. But it would turn out that he, in fact, lost. Just
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STAVSJÖ SOUND TRACK - A HIKE
An app* guides you on beautiful magic paths (about 3 km) along
the lakes Klockesjö and Skinnesjö. The old stories about elves and trolls, näcken
(a water spirit) and giants are brought to life through voices, music, sounds and images.
* Download the app to your mobile phone: sagobygden.se/sv/appar

